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Fact: Small libraries can 
Graphic Design too!



Even with limited:
→ Time
→ Budget
→ Know-How



What is Graphic Design?
Problem: How do I communicate this information?

Solution: Graphic design!



What is Graphic Design?
→ Flyers
→ Social Media graphics
→ Brochures
→ Newsletters
→ Webpages
→ Letterhead
→ Business Cards
→ Annual Report to the Community
→ Annual Appeal
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What is Graphic Design?
Graphic Design is organizing visual information in the most 
digestible and comprehensive way.



When starting out ask: 
What story am I trying to tell?

and:

Without reading the text, how can the audience get the 
general point?



“A reader should never have to try to 
figure out what is happening on the page.”
-Robin Williams, The Non-Designer’s Design Book







Layout
Think of your template as a living space...



Too much: Not enough:



Just right:



→ Layout is the map of the design

→ Mentally divide the page into a grid system to help plan 
where your elements will go

→ Make an outline/hierarchy of information 

→ Start with: What is the first piece of information my audience 
needs to know? and work down

Layout



“One reads from the top left to the bottom 
right and we must design accordingly.” 
-Walter Drexel, designer and typographer







Typography
For our purposes: typography / typeface / font / text / 
the words on the page



Some (More) Jargon
Point: size of the font

Fun (maybe?) Fact: 1 pt = 1/72 inch

Leading: Space between lines of text

Tracking: Space between letters

Weight: Thickness of letters

Form: Shape of letters

Direction: Which way the text is going



Typography
→ Branch out from Times New Roman, Arial, and Helvetica

→ Mix and match fonts

→ ...But limit your design to two fonts/two colors

→ One font for title/heading/important information and one 
for body/supporting text

→ Limit signals such as bold, italics, and underlining



“If you highlight everything,
you highlight nothing.”
—Mr. Huggard, my 11th grade English teacher



Back to that Living Space analogy...

Vs.



Typography
→ Think of fonts as personalities

→ Ask: Do my font choices match the audience and message?



Readable AND Legible
→ Decorative font is ok for titles/headings

→ Avoid cursive, overly-stylized fonts, or all-caps in body

→ If you suspect a font might be too hard to read, it probably is

→ Be mindful of color contrast







Text
→ Use Large Print (at least 16px)

→ Single space after periods

→ Don’t break words or lines arbitrarily

→ Don’t leave orphan words or leftovers

→ Don’t make giant word blocks

→ Don’t make word pyramids

→ Edit!







“Having 70 percent of your material read 
because you have withheld 30 percent 
that is less important is far better than 
having only 5 percent read of everything 
you shoved on the page.”
-Alex W. White, The Elements of Graphic Design



Basically…



Alignment
→ Create a visual line that connects the elements

→ Gives designs a more polished look

→ Avoid placing elements arbitrarily on the page



Alignment
Pick one: 

→ Flush left

→ Flush right

→ Center (pick this less)

→ Justified (but, actually, don’t pick this)

→ Free form (and don’t pick this either)







Images



Images
Most Important Rule: Do not use clip art

…no matter how friendly and funsies it looks.



Which reminds me...
Don’t use WordArt either



Images
→ When selecting ask: What does this image add? What is its 

function?

→ Use a background remover (paid version of Canva or 
remove.bg)

→ Use quality images (avoid grainy, pixelated, stretched, 
blurry, or watermarked images)







Does your image add unity or chaos?

Vs.







And beware of false advertising!





Color
→ Color has a purpose

→ Highlights elements of importance

→ Establishes character



Like font, color can set the mood, create 

an atmosphere, or convey emotions



Finding Color Combinations





Color
→ Have a main color and one to two complimentary colors

→ Again… less can be more

→ Play light colors off dark colors and vice versa

→ If colors are too close together, information gets lost

→ Color help to create contrast



Contrast
→ Adds visual interest

→ Engages the reader

→ Creates organization

→ Reader can glance at the  piece and instantly understand 
what is going on

→ Where design can get playful





Negative Space
→ Negative space is not unused space

→ Helps to highlight what is important

→ Creates balance

→ Let’s the design breathe



Negative Space



“Before you leave the house, look in 
the mirror and take one thing off.” 
—Coco Chanel





Design for Accessibility
→ Provide sufficient contrast between foreground and 

background

→ Don’t use color alone to convey information

→ Use headings and spacing to group related content

→ Create designs for different viewport sizes

→ Use Alt Text when posting on Social Media



Design for Accessibility



Web  Accessibility Initiative
https://www.w3.org/WAI/



Some Other Tips
→ Start with a focal point and work from there

→ Don’t just stick things in the corners or clump everything in 
the middle

→ Consider how people consume information

→ Count the number stops your eyes have to make; if it’s 
more than 3, delete

→ Don’t be afraid to experiment!



“When in doubt, make it red. 

If you’re still in doubt, make it big.”
-Ivan Chermayeff, graphic designer





Tools
→ Canva (my fave!)

→ Microsoft Word/Publisher (but… maybe start to move 

away from these though…)

→ Google Docs/Slides (see: Microsoft Word/Publisher above)

→ Adobe Spark

→ Inkscape

→ Gravit

→ Pablo

→ Poster My Wall



Saving Time
→ Don’t recreate things over and over—reuse, recycle, and 

repurpose your designs

→ Borrow inspiration

→ Anything you are also going to print, create vertical

→ Anything you are creating just for online, create square 
size (1080 px X 1080 px)







Final Thoughts
→ Graphic Design takes practice

→ Think of brand identity

→ Ask: Would I look at this if I hadn’t designed it?

→ Keep it simple!




